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Abstract 
 
This paper presents the effects of charge injection error on 
switched-current Divider Circuits. Algorithmic structures of 
current dividers are presented and the charge injection error is 
evaluated at each iteration of the Algorithm. Therefore, the 
current final value is estimated. So, compensated methods to 
cancel this error are proposed. 

I.- INTRODUCTION 

The circuit technology used in portable electronic systems 
has been changing from the conventional analog circuit 
technology to a mixed-signal technology. 
“Low-voltage/low power circuit” design like Digital to 
Analog Converters (DAC’s) is strongly needed for both 
analog to digital circuits to increase operation time and 
decrease occupied die area and consumption [11]. 
Therefore, overall system cost can be reduced 
significantly if both analog and digital circuits can use the 
same supply-voltage and the analog circuits can be 
fabricated using the low cost digital CMOS process [10]. 

A class of analog circuits wherein current rather than 
voltage is conveyed has been received considerable 
attention [12]. With SI (switched-current) technique, no 
highly-linear capacitance is needed, the same low-cost 
digital CMOS process for the digital portion of mixed 
signal circuits can also be used for the analog part. 

The need for small yet accurate DAC’s is becoming 
increasingly important. Ideally, the DAC must be 
compatible with presently available digital VLSI 
processes like S.I technique and consequently must not 
rely on closely matched devices or high performance 
analog components. 
When current is used as the active parameter, the need of 
matched signals implies a need for matched currents. 
Typically though, matched currents are generated using 
current mirrors which depend on good device matching 
[1], [2]. To avoid this device parameter dependence, 

alternative copying sequence to resolve the matching 
problem of the basic divider are used which are 
algorithmic structures [6], [7], [8]. 

Many authors proposed different structures as Robert and 
al. divider [6], Wey and Krishman structure [7] and Wang 
and Wey circuit [8]. But the accuracy of these dividers is 
limited by clock feedthrough error effects. 

So this paper presents the effects of charge injection error 
on switched-current divider circuits and proposes, for 
each structure, adapted compensated methods to minimize 
this error and to obtain a greater accuracy. 

At first, in the second section, the different structures of 
algorithmic S.I divider circuits are analyzed. In the next 
section, the clock feedthrough error (CFT) effects and the 
test circuit are presented. Section 4, the evolution of CFT 
error, for each Algorithmic structure, is analyzed and 
compensated methods are proposed. Finally, a concluding 
remark is given in section 5. 

II.- CURRENT DIVIDER CIRCUITS. 

The principle of current division is often used in SI D/A 
conversion. Such conversion generally requires many 
successive divisions by two which must be very accurate. 
Due to mismatch, an accuracy of few percent is very hard 
to achieve for a DAC’s circuit, which limits the number 
of bits to be converted [1], [2] . 
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So the use of Algorithmic dividers by two allow to 
achieve a very high accuracy [5], [4]. Robert and al [6] 
proposed the first algorithmic current divider which is 
shown in figure 1. 
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Fig-1: basic Algorithmic current divider. 

The number of iterations necessary to obtain half the 
current with certain accuracy depends on the mismatch of 
transistors N2 and N3. Each iteration takes three clock 
cycles, as illustrated below. 

First iteration: a- Iin → N2 and N3 
b- N2 → P4 
c- P4 and N3 → N1 

Other iterations: a- Iin and N1 → N2 and N3 
b- N2 → P4 
c- P4 and N3 → N1 

If α2 and α3 are the mismatch factors of the transistors N2 
and N3, respectively, the mismatch ratio γ is equal to 
((α3/α2)-1) ,   I2 = α2Iin and I3 = α3Iin. 
According to the current copying sequence, the current 
held in N3 at the end of the first cycle of the k-th iteration, 
I3k, is expressed as [7]. 
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The error due to mismatch decreases rapidly as k 
increases and authors [6] show that an accuracy of 0.1% 
can be achieved by taking only three iterations for γ = 
20%. 
But the NMOS copier proposed stores only a positive 
current, hence the divider functions properly only when  
I2 > I3. 
Because the transistor mismatch is generally unknown in 
advance, this structure could be used, only with biased S.I 
cells. An alternative structure with the same algorithm 

was proposed by Wey and al.[7] where the NMOS copier 
has been replaced by a CMOS stage as illustrated in 
figure 2 
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Fig-2: CMOS Algorithmic current divider. 

So, N2, N3 and P4 stages can be unbiased cells. 
To eliminate the CMOS stage Wang and al. [8]     
proposed a new structure realized entirely with unbiased 
cells (figure 3). 
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Fig-3: Wang and al. divider. 

The copying sequences between N2 and N3 are then 
illustrated below: 

First iteration: a- Iin → N1 
b- N1 → P4 
c- N1 → P5 

Others iterations: a- P4 → N2 and N3 
b- P5 and N3 → N1 
c- N1 and N2 → P4 

The current is held in N1 during the first cycle from the 
third iteration. 
This structure presents a lower occupied area than the 
other structures and a very low power consumption, to the 
detriment of a more complex digital part. 

So with a lower occupied die area and a more complex 
copying sequence, it is possible to obtain a very accurate 
current divider by two almost insensitive to the mismatch. 
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III.- LIMITATIONS. 

A current matching circuit’s resolution is limited, also, by 
both systematic and random errors. 
Ideally through careful design, the systematic errors can 
be reduced to acceptable levels, leaving only the random 
errors to determine the circuit’s fundamental performance 
limitations. In current matching circuits there are two 
primary sources of systematic errors, the transistor’s finite 
output resistance r0 and charge injection from switches 
[3]. 

To increase r0, cascoded devices or a single long-channel 
device can be used. 
The second source of systematic error is associated with 
the charge injection from the MOS switches. Various 
authors have investigated the nature of charge injection 
problem itself [14], [15], and various solutions have been 
proposed [9], [10]. The simplest consists in increasing the 
hold capacitor with a decrease of maximum frequency 
running. 

So it is interesting to know the evolution of the CFT error 
during each iteration of the various structures in order to 
propose the most adapted method to compensate it. To 
validate the study of the effects of CFT error, simulations 
under cadence environment with CMOS 0.6 µm AMS 
technology were done. The cells (biased or unbiased) 
used for these simulations have a cascoded stage 
associated to the hold transistor to increase r0 and no hold 
capacitor is added in order that CFT error is sufficient. 
Therefore its effects are more obvious. 

IV.- EVOLUTION OF THE CFT ERROR 

In current matching circuits, charge injection produces an 
error voltage δv on the gate capacitors of memory 
transistors which leads to an error current δI in the 
memorizing transistors. For a fixed process, the error 
voltage is dependent on the voltage between switch’s 
channel and ground at turn off and may be approximated 
as: 

δv = bgmV +   (1) 

Where m and b are constant dependent on layout, 
processing and switching waveforms. 
An input current Iin will, for each of the n-channel 
devices, lead to a gate voltage Vgn of: 

Vgn = TnV

L
wnK

dnI
+0   (2) 

Where Kn = 
2

oxCnµ
, VTn is the threshold voltage of each 

of the n-channel devices, Idn0 is the drain current of 

memory transistor and 
L
w  is the NMOS transistor’s sizes 

Idn0 = IB + 
2
inI  for biased cells. 

And Idn0 = 
2
inI  for unbiased cells. 

Due to charge injection though, after turn off, Vgn is 
modified and becomes: 

V’gn = Vgn + mVgn + b   (3) 

Consequently, the current held changes to: 

I’dn = ( )( ) ( )[ ]TnVgsnVbgsnmVbgsnmV
L
wnKdnI −++++ 2

0
  (4) 

For each of the n-channel devices, the error δIn = I’dn - Idn0 
becomes: 

δIn= ( ) ( ) ( )( )
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By neglecting the second and higher order terms, the error 
may be rewritten as: 

δIn = δIndc + δInac  (6) 

 

with δIndc= 
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and δInac = ( )[ ]
2

*2**2* Ib
inI

bnTmVbIL
w

nkminI ++           (8) 

Where δInac is the signal dependent error, δIndc the signal 
independent error, Ib and Iin the biased current and the 
input current respectively. 
In a similar manner, an input current Iin in the p-channel 
device will lead to a current error of: 

δIp = δIpdc + δIpac  (9) 

• If the basic algorithmic divider is considered, the 
current error at the end of the first iteration 
during the second cycle is: 

( )
23NIδ  = nacIndcIpdcIpacI δδδδ −−+ 
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  (10) 
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which becomes ( )
23NIδ  = (

2
pacIδ

) - δInac  (11) 

If  δIpdc = δIndc 

For the other iterations (δIN3)k will be unchanged. To 
achieve a good cancellation of the signal independent 
charge injection error, the current matching approach 
relies on matching between n-channel and p-channel 
devices. 

As δIpdc = 1εδ ±ndcI  , δIpac = 2εδ ±nacI  , 

ε1 < δIpdc and ε2 < δIpac. 

Finally: 

(δIN3)k
22

2
2
1 nacIδεε

−+±≅ 




  (12) 

So a basic algorithmic current divider is quite insensitive 
to the signal independent error like the algorithmic 
multiplier [3]. The use of cells which compensate the 
signal dependant error as replica techniques or multi-
sampling techniques will allow to obtain a very good 
accuracy. 
Simulations show that the current error [tab 1] after the 

first iteration is of the order of 1% of 
2
inI  if classical 

biased S.I cells are used. 

Iin   
µA 

(IN3)1  
µA 

(IN3)2  
µA 

(IN3)3  
µA 

20 6.9 10.28 10.28 

40 16.82 20.2 20.2 

-Tab 1- IN3 during the second cycle of each iteration with 
basic cells 

If S2I cells are used, the current error after the first 
iteration is constant and independent of the input current  
(Tab 2). 

Iin   
µA 

(IN3)1  
µA 

(IN3)2  
µA 

(IN3)3  
µA 

20 12.96 10.06 10.06 

40 22.95 20.06 20.06 

-Tab 2- IN3 during the second cycle of each iteration with 
S2I cells 

This error has been reduced at least by a factor of two or 
four and it is easier to compensate it because it is constant 
[13]. 
To obtain the same accuracy with classical biased cells, it 
is necessary to add capacitors of 1pF. 

In this case the maximum frequency of algorithmic 
divider with S2I biased cells is higher than that of 
algorithmic divider which uses SI biased cells.                
To decrease the power consumption, class AB cells can 
be used. 

• For the algorithmic current divider with CMOS stage, 
the last current error is equal to:  

(δIN3)k = 





−





±















22
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2
nacICMOSdcI δεδ

 (13) 

The greatest part of this error comes from the CMOS 
stage (Tab 3-a). 

 Iin   
µA 

(IN3)1  
µA 

(IN3)2  
µA 

(IN3)3  
µA 

 

(a) 40 19.61 21.73 21.73 
Without added 
capacitors to the 
CMOS stage. 

(b) 40 19.61 19.83 19.83 
With added 
capacitors of 
1pF. 

(c) 40 19.61 19.80 19.80 
With CMOS 
switch for the 
CMOS stage. 

(d) 40 19.61 19.77 19.77 
With a dummy 
circuit. 

-Tab 3- IN3 during the second cycle without added 
capacitors for unbiased cells 

Thus, to cancel the charge injection error two 
compensated methods must be implemented, one for the 
CMOS stage as the add of capacitors (Tab 3-b) or the use 
of CMOS switch (Tab 3-c) or the use of dummy circuit 
(Tab 3-d), and one for unbiased cells as the add of 
capacitors. 

So, it is possible to achieve quite the same accuracy that 
the previous divider with a lower power consumption and 
a lower occupied die area than the basic algorithmic 
divider to the detriment of maximum frequency running 
due to the add of capacitors. 

• For the last structure, it is more interesting to keep 
the output current on the transistor N1 during the first 
cycle. The current error after the second iteration is equal 
to: 

(δIN1)3 = δInac - δIpac (14) 

And this error becomes for the other iterations: 

(δIN1)k = ( )
2
nacIδ  (15) 

with k > 3 
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Tab 4- resumes the results obtained for this divider with 
the same cells that those used for the previous divider. 

Iin   
µA 

(IN1)3  
µA 

(IN1)4   
µA 

40 19.29 19.825 

-Tab 4- IN1 during the first cycle of each iteration 

To achieve the same accuracy than the other dividers, it is 
necessary to add capacitors. 
So, if the occupied die area and power consumption are 
lower, this divider presents a more complex digital part 
and a poor maximum frequency. 

V.- CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the evolution of the CFT error in 
algorithmic current dividers using switched current 
technique. 
First the basic algorithmic divider is considered and it is 
demonstrated that the final current error is quite 
insensitive to the signal independent error. Also, 
simulation results show that, if S2I class AB cells are 
used, it is possible to obtain a high accuracy with a low 
power consumption. 

Second the algorithmic divider with a CMOS stage is 
analyzed. However, the accuracy of this divider is limited 
by the CFT error of the CMOS stage. So, to obtain the 
same accuracy as the first divider, it must be necessary to 
add dummy circuit to CMOS stage and capacitors to 
unbiased cells to the detriment of speed performance and 
occupied die area. 

Finally, for the structure proposed by Wang and al. a high 
accuracy is obtained if the output current is kept on N1 
transistor and if added capacitors are used. 
So, this last structure presents the lowest power 
consumption, and a low occupied die area but speed 
performance are degraded by the add of capacitors. 
Consequently, with more occupied die area, the basic 
algorithmic divider which uses S2I class AB cells has the 
greatest accuracy and the best maximum frequency with 
still a low power consumption. 
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